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Abstract
Experimental Approach
We chose the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which is a single-celled 
organism with 16 chromosomes that can exist as a haploid containing a 
single copy of each chromosome. To create yeast with a circularized 
chromosome, we insert DNA cassettes that contain selectable marker genes 
into the right and left arms of a chromosome. These cassettes are designed 
so that they can recombine and result in circularization. 
Results Results Continued
Preliminary Conclusions
• Successfully created left and right arm DNA cassettes for chromosome 
VIII using PCR.
• Currently testing candidates for successful integration of HIS3-A3 cassette 
into left arm of chromosome VIII
• Troubleshooting L integration PCR
Future Directions
• Integrate the right arm DNA cassette into chromosome VIII to 
create a double integrant
• Attempt recombination and circularization of chromosome VIII
• Attempt to circularize all 16 chromosomes of yeast and measure 
their viability.
Chromosomes are molecules of DNA that hold large quantities of genetic 
material in an organism. Generally, in nature, eukaryotic chromosomes are 
linear while prokaryotic chromosomes are circular. Since they are linear, 
eukaryotic chromosomes possess telomeres, or repetitive nucleotide 
sequences, on their ends. This significant difference in structure requires 
different additions to the basic replication process. In prokaryotes, replication 
starts at a single point on the chromosome and continues until the whole 
chromosome has been copied. In eukaryotes, replication happens in 
fragments with multiple starting points. Because of this more complicated 
replication, the free 3’ ends cannot be fully copied. Unchecked, this would 
lead to a progressive loss of important genetic information. To counteract this 
issue, most eukaryotic organisms express an enzyme telomerase to attach 
nucleotides onto the template telomere, which prevents wearing down of 
telomeres each time the cell gets copied. Despite the action of telomerase 
enzymes, we can still lose telomere sequences as we age. If linear 
chromosomes create issues not found with circular chromosomes, this begs 
the question of why did eukaryotic chromosomes evolve to be linear?
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First-round PCR was performed to make individual components of DNA using 
primers specific for chromosome VIII. Each product was checked for correct 
size by gel electrophoresis, extracted from the gel, and purified. 
Second-round PCR was performed to join 1st round products. This formed 
the full length left and right arm DNA cassettes for chromosome VIII.
Competent yeast cells were transformed with full length left and right 
cassettes and plated on –his or -leu plates. This transformation resulted in 16 
possible yeast candidates. Genomic DNA (gDNA) was isolated to perform 
another PCR test for integration of the DNA. 
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Figure 2. DNA 
products from 1st
round PCR.
A = HIS3 (~1.2 kb)
B = A3 (~900 kb)
C = UR (~500 kb)
D = LEU2 (~2.0 kb)
Figure 3. Cassettes 
formed from 2nd round 
PCR
AB = HIS3-A3 (~2.1 kb)
CD = UR-LEU2 (~2.2 kb)
AB CD CD
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Figure 4. Streaked yeast candidates 
grown on -his/-leu plates
Figure 5. PCR products testing for left arm integration
lJR ~ LE.U2 
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